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Click keyword link for Larger Context

nt to improve both speaking and writing English .
ral, really helpful in every aspects of my life .
I won't be easy to me to work in a travel agency.
t for me to find another job in that alternative.
ery frustrated because I cannot perform as I can.
as my level of English has improved considerably.
al reason of my inscription to an English course.
and the mandarin (chinese most popular dialect).
I like to help them when they have difficulties.
my abilities in English have never been in doubt.
since I can understand written and oral English.
be able to have a normal conversation in English,
around the world and to be understood everywhere.
m my English for having a good job in the future.
h would be a serious advantage to reach my goals.
personally think that my English can be improve,
my home... Of course that helps for improvement.
ved greatly throughout the past years of my life.
ties to choose jobs corresponding to their major.
English is, i would say, almost essential to me.
to reach some statement or new challenge for me,
elf or in understanding what is being said to me.
heir accent, that I almost came back in montreal.
ore easy with my peers. I am working in montreal,
l exchange and my nine-month contract in ontario.
I was able to understand all texts I had to read.
is too restricted. I can tell everything I want.
ng a mental picture by the powerful use of words.
h a higher level of English speaking and writing.
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HOWEVER , there are many differences betwen englan
HOWEVER, I would like to improve the quality of my
HOWEVER, it doesn't mean that I regret studying fr
HOWEVER, this reason isn't the only one. I want to
HOWEVER for the time being i realize that I have a
HOWEVER, because I have learned English mostly by
HOWEVER, I also want to learn other langages than
HOWEVER English for business is the base of all. H
HOWEVER, I think that if my English improves and b
HOWEVER, since my parents have been divorced for a
HOWEVER I must admit that I need practice speaking
HOWEVER, I believe I need to try to improve in par
HOWEVER, even if if my career does not depend on t
HOWEVER, English is also important for my life too
HOWEVER, I always try to see further than my profe
HOWEVER I can go whever I want to right now withou
HOWEVER, I feel there is always place for ameliora
HOWEVER one of my dreams is to write a novel. I wo
HOWEVER, I don't have any choice to take any job b
HOWEVER, if I want to improve my English it is not
HOWEVER, I need to pratice sometime at home with m
HOWEVER, my written English is not as good. The co
HOWEVER, i'm glad i didn't. Because today, I reali
HOWEVER I have to talk everday with people of my c
HOWEVER, my writing and reading skills are not as
HOWEVER, it would help me a lot if I could be bett
HOWEVER during a talk with many people my understa
HOWEVER, realistically speaking, understanding and
HOWEVER, the level of English has to be at a certa
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